High-temperature transport properties (viscosity, thermal conductivity, binary and multicomponent mass diffusion, and thermal diffusion) of dissociating gases of the Earth and Martian atmospheres have been calculated within the framework of the Chapman-Enskog method. The exponential repulsion potentials of interactions between atoms (N, 0 , and C) and molecules (N,, 0,, NO, C,, CN, CO, and CO,) were studied. The collision cross sections were calculated from numerous experimental molecular-beam scattering data. The bifurcation approximation to the binary diffusion coefficients and the Wilke-Saxena approximate techniques were effectively used to simplify numerical algorithms of heat transfer calculations. = species in = internal degrees of freedom 0 = monatomic-gas parameter 1 = first approximation, Eqs. (12) and (13) 
Introduction
T HE transport properties of gas components at high temperatures are important in heat and mass transfer problems of hypersonic vehicle flights in the Earth and Martian atmospheres. This data could be of significant interest in future NASA mission^. ' .^ Methods of calculating transport coefficients of dissociating air at high temperatures were developed (see . Calculations of the transfer coefficients both by kinetic theoryI7 and by approximate method^'^"^-^' are based on data regarding the elastic interaction potentials among mixture components. Experimental investigation of the coefficients has been restricted to the range of temperature T < -2000 ~.10,17.21-24 At a higher temperature the transport coefficients have only been measured in several unique experiments (i.e., see Refs. 4, 9, 16, and 25-28). Quantum-mechanical calculations of elastic-interaction processes are only possible for molecules with a simple electron structure2' as well as for nitrogen and oxygen atoms in their ground state^.'^"^ The major sources of information on the interaction of molecules at high temperatures are data of molecular-beam scattering experiment^.^-^*'' Different models of intermolecular potentials (the exponential repulsive p~t e n t i a l~~~" ' "~~~' and the inverse power attractive and repulsive potential^^-^"^^^'^ ) have been used in these studies. The experimental information on the atom-molecule and molecule-molecule interactions has been also analyzed by Sok~lova,~' Jordan et a1.,31 and Gromov and Eremyan." Unfortunately, the experimental data regarding atom-atom interactions are unavailable and different approximation techniques should be d e~e l o p e d . ' " '~~~~~~ When the atom-atom interactions are described b y an exponential repulsion, the av-dissociating air with sublimation products of graphite. In the present study, the additive-potential method32 is developed for calculating interaction potentials and transfer coefficients (viscosity, chemically frozen thermal conductivity, multicomponent mass diffusion, and thermal diffusion) for air and gas components of the Martian atmosphere.
The calculations of the transfer coefficients using accurate expressions of the kinetic theory of gasesI7." are carried out with a great consumption of computing time. The simplifications of the calculation technique were developed by Wilke?4 Mason and Saxena?' Gupta et a1.,I6 Kendall et a1.,I8 and Riabov. 11.1z.20 Considerably simpler transfer-coefficient expressions could be obtained using bifurcational approximation for the binary-diffusion c o e f f i~i e n t s .~' *~~~~~ In the present study, this approximate technique has been developed to calculate transfer coefficients for species of the Martian atmosphere.
Chapman-Enskog Method and Transfer Coefficients
The Chapman-Enskog iteration t e c h n i q~e '~'~~ has been used to solve the Boltzmann equation for the case of a quasineutral mixture of nonexcited monatomic gases. At the hydrodynamic stage the solution of the Boltzmann equation is presented as an asymptotic series according to the small parameter Kn, which is the Knudsen number. The expressions for the diffusion and heat fluxes, and the viscous stress tensor through the gradients of species concentrations, temperature, pressure, and the components of strain tensor are given in Refs. 17, 33, 36, and 37.
The calculation of the transfer coefficients is based on the solution of integral equations using the Sonine polynomial series, i. The coefficients q? and q" in Eqs. (5-7) could be calculated using bracket
The expressions for the coefficients and integrals are given in Refs. 17, 33, 36, and 38-41. The form of the thermal conductivity coefficient in the case of monatomic gas mixture where Eil is the matrix of elements Djimi.
Calculation methods for the thermal conductivity have been analyzed (see . In calculating the thermal conductivity of polyatomic gases, the contribution of the internal degrees of freedom of the molecules should be taken into account by introducing the Eucken corrections0 in Eq. (8).
In the case of 6 = 1, the Eucken correction term has been obtained by The same technique could be applied in the general case at 5 > 1 . "~~~ The expression of the thermal conductivity of polyatomic gas mixture is In Eq. (9) the diffusion coefficients Di are calculated using binary diffusion coefficients Til, collision integrals n;."*, and correction terms $IM' as follows:
The correction terms".37 $IM' are functions of € and bracket integrals.36 Nonelastic collisi6ns have been evaluated using the Mason-Monchick aooroximate meth~d.~'-~' The Brokaw effect:' which is signiii'cant in the analysis of the reactive thermal conductivity for a flow in chemical equilibrium, has not been calculated.
Transfer coefficients could be obtained using the technique described previously by the Gauss method of the solution of the linear algebraic equation system (5-7). The number of arithmetic calculations should be approximately equal to (5 X N)3. AS a result, a significant amount of calculations per one set of the gasdynamic parameters should be made. To reduce computational time different approximate methods of computing the transfer coefficients have been developed. Wilke34 developed a simple method to estimate the viscosity coefficient of a gas mixture:
A similar expression for the thermal conductivity coefficient was proposed by Mason and saxena3':
Parameters G i and G,' : were analyzed by Ferziger and Kape? in detail. The computational results using Eqs. (12) and (13) correlate well with experimental data23s34 for viscosity of binary and triple mixtures under room temperatures and for thermal conductivity under the conditions T 5 1000 K. The applicability of the approximate formulas (12) and (13) for equilibrium dissociating air was considered by Gupta i t a1.l' and Riabo~.".'~ Other approximations for the thermal conductivity coefficient were analyzed by Ferziger and ~a~e r ?~ Ma-son and onc chick?^ and LRbed and Riab~v.~' These techniques require a small amount (-N') of calculations.
Interaction Potentials
Numerous experimental data on the molecule-molecule and atom-molecule interactions were obtained (see Refs. 6, 7, 10, 14, 31, and 32). The first investigation^^^^^^^^ were based on the assumption of an inverse power dependence of the interaction potential V = KIRs on the distance between the centers of mass of the molecules R. The analysis of the experimental conditions provided by Leonas7 and Cubley and Mason" shows that the parameter s is not constant. They recommended the use of repulsive potential in the form: 
'Data correlate at high accuracy with data of Leonas. ' This approximation has been successfully used to describe the interaction of inert gases7 and of identical The additive-potential method, proposed by Amdur et al.32 for approximate calculations of V(R), gives acceptable accuracy in calculating the parameters of the atom-molecule and molecule-molecule interaction^.^.'^ Ac'cording to this method, the interaction potential of the molecules AB and CD is written
The potential in Eq. (15). averaged over equiprobable orientations, determines the effective spherically symmetric potential corresponding to the point force center. This approximating procedure was described in detail by Yun and Mason3 and Cubley and Mason." The combinatorial rule: VU = (ViiV')l/Z, is usually employed to make up the currently unknown data on the interaction potential.
Using the collision integrals a?)* given in Refs. 10, 17, 33, 36, and 52, the transfer coefficients of multicomponent gas mixture may be calculated by the method described previously. According to Mon~hick:~ the expressions for collision integrals calculated for the exponential repulsive potential [see Eq. (14)] take the form:
The functions I'"'(~) for various 1, s, and values 3.5 5 y 5 28.5 were tabulated by M~nchick.~' In the present study, these functions are approximated by cubic splines.
In this study the additive-potential method has been applied to calculate the dependencies V(R) by the previous method for The potential parameters Vo and P obtained in the present study are shown in Table 1 for dissociating air and in Table 2 Further analysis of the transfer coefficients is made for equilibrium dissociating air in the range of temperature from 2000 to 10,000 K, and pressure 1 atm, where the concentration of ions and electrons is negligible. Air-component concentrations were calculated by Predvoditelev et a1.54. 55 The results were obtained for exponential repulsion potentials (see Table 1 ).
Calculation of Transport Coefficients
The viscosity and chemically frozen thermal conductivity coefficients calculated by the Chapman-Enskog method at 6 = 1 [Eqs. (1 -1 I) ] are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, correspondingly (filled squares). The results of calculations using the approximate formulas (12) and (13) are presented in Figs. 7 and 8 as empty squares. From comparison of the results, it is found that the approximate formulas provide data with an error of 1% for viscosity and 2% for thermal conductivity. The influence of the higher order of approximation at 6 = 2 on the coefficients is insignificant (less than 1%).
The coefficients of multicomponent mass diffusion of molecular nitrogen with other components at pressure p = 1 atm (solid lines) and 0.1 atm (dashed lines) are shown in Fig. 9 . The influence of pressure is significant at T 2 3500 K, where the level of dissociation is high. The values of multicomponent-diffusion coefficients of atoms is larger by approximately the factor of 2 in the total range of temperature and pressure. This phenomenon correlates with the difference in the viscosity of the atomic and molecular species (see Fig. 4 ).
The absolute values of thermal-diffusion coefficients at 6 = 2 and pressure of 1 atm are shown in Fig. 10 . The coefficients are negative for atoms at T 5 7000 K and for molecules of N2 and NO at T 5 2500 K. The dissociation is the major factor in decreasing the thermal-diffusion coefficients of molecules. These coefficients were taken into account to estimate the magnitude of the parameter A" in Eq. (8). This parameter is less than 1% of the total value of A. This fact is in a good agreement with the results of Muckenfuss and curt is^.'^ The transport coefficients of the Martian atmospheric gases have been analyzed under the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions in the range of temperature from 2000 to 6000 K, and pressure 1 atm. In accordance with the study of Mitcheltree and ~r o f f o ? we assumed that the Martian undisturbed atmosphere consists of 97% CO, and 3% N,. The equilibrium constants for chemical reactions between nine species were taken from Ref. 57. The thermodynamic functions of species were calculated using data from JANAF tables.58
The viscosity and chemically frozen thermal conductivity coefficients calculated by the Chapman-Enskog method at 6 = 2 are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, correspondingly (filled squares). The results of calculations using the approximate formulas (12) and (13) are presented in Figs. 11 and 12 as empty squares. From comparison of the results, it is found that the approximate formulas provide data with an error of 1% for viscosity and 3% for thermal conductivity. The absolute values of the thermal-diffusion coefficients of species having the biggest values of concentration are shown in Fig. 13 .
Approximate Method of Calculations of Transfer Coefficients
As mentioned in the Introduction, approximate methods of estimating transfer coefficients should be developed. Considerably simpler expressions than Eqs. (1 -9) could be obtained using the bifurcational approximation for the binary-diffusion ~o e f f i c i e n t s . The values of Fi for these mixtures are found by the leastsquares method for the binary-diffusion coefficients calculated The thermal-diffusion coefficient is approximated by the exp r e~s i o n '~*~~:
The results of calculating the viscosity, frozen thermal conductivity, and thermal-diffusion coefficients of equilibrium-dissociated air and Martian atmospheric gases under considered conditions using bifurcation approximation are presented in Figs. 7, 8, 11 , and 12 (dot-dashed lines), and Figs. 10 and 13 (dashed lines). According to the estimates, the difference in the results of accurate and approximate approaches over the whole temperature range is no more than 3% for the viscosity and 8.5% for the chemically frozen thermal conductivity. The approximation by Eq. (22) is helpful for the qualitative analysis of the thermal-diffusion coefficients. This approximation algorithm was successfully used by Riabov and ~r o v o t o r o v , 6~~~~ and Riabov and Botid3 in the structure analysis of the thin viscous shock layers near hypersonic vehicles and near probes in supersonic hydrogen-combustion zones. 
